
Euromix™ Architectural Finish products; 
Render, Patch, Texture, Paint and Gypsum 
Plaster; have been the first choice of leading 
professional renderers, painters and 
plasterers for over 30 years now.

Each render in the Euromix™ Render Range, 
has been formulated and manufactured, to 
be easy to apply, extremely durable, and; 
most importantly for an architectural finish; 
to remain aesthetically pleasing to the eye.

Building designers, engineers, owners and 
construction managers, confidently specify 
Euromix™ Render, knowing that their 
selected Euromix™ Render product system 
will meet the particular coating expectations 
for their project.

Euromix™ has a proven, high performance, 
render solution for all the commonly 
accepted building substrates and cladding 
systems used in new, renovation and 
refurbishment projects, in Australia and New 
Zealand.

DESIGNED AND MADE 
FOR AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS
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Euromix™
Render
Euromix™ Render is a versatile 
cement-based render suitable
for application by hand over 
most substrates in residential
construction, as a low/medium
build base coat. Render can also 
be float or sponge finished as a
topcoat.

Euromix™
Cream Render
Euromix™ Cream Render is a 
cement-based render that is best
suited as a medium/high build 
base render over a wide range of
substrates in both residential and
commercial buildings.

Usually applied by hand, Cream 
Render can also be sprayed over
masonry substrates.

Euromix™
Skim Coat
Euromix™ Skim Coat Render is 
designed to be used as a finishing
coat over base render or other
finished surfaces. Euromix™ Skim
can be applied in thicknesses from
2 to 3mm and can be floated to a 
smooth flat finish or sponged to
give an even textured finish.

Euromix™
Full Polymer Render
Euromix™ FP Render is a dry mix, 
full polymer, and cement render - 
no added bond required in the mixing.

Particularly suitable for application 
over sheet and panel substrates,
like AAC, polystyrene (EPS, fibre
cement (FC) and plaster-based
materials. Euromix™ FP Render is
also suitable for applicable over
masonry substrates.

Euromix™
LWHB (Light Weight High Build)

Euromix™ LWHB Render a full
polymer render that can be applied
by hand or machine, as a high build
base coat over most substrates in
residential or commercial building.

Particularly suited to rectification
of misaligned and/damaged
substrates. High adhesives allows
high build thicknesses due to special
low weight fillers and chemicals.

Boasts up to 40mm thickness!* 

Euromix™ NPS
Keycoat Base Render
Euromix™ NPS Keycoat Base Render
is a fulymer render that can be
applied by hand or machine, as a 
medium build base coat over 
nonporous substrates like, PVC, 
EPS and Fibre Cement. It can also
be used as a keycoat on difficult
substrates as a base render.
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FINECOAT
Euromix™ Fine Coat is a premixed polymer-based texture 
coating designed for decorative finishing over Euromix™
Renders and other substrates. A premium quality, high
build 100% acrylic texture coat, manufactured with special
graded sand, fillers and other chemicals. The typical grain
size (the aggregate used to achieve the textured finish) for
Finecoat is 0.5mm diamete. Tintable to all colours,
coverage approx 17 SQM.

SANDSTONE
Euromix™ Sandstone is a premium quality 100% fully 
acrylic texture coating, manufactured with special graded
sand, fillers and other chemicals. A premium quality, high
build texture coating, manufactured and designed in
Australia to provide a durable, protective and decorative
finish. Sandstone grain size is approx 0.9mm in diameter.
Tintable to all colours, coverage up to 15 SQM per bucket.

SAND FINISH
Euromix™ Sand Finish is coarse 100% acrylic based 
texture coating designed for decorative finishign over 
Euromix™ Renders and other substrates. A premium 
quality, high build texture coating, manufactured and 
designed in Australia to provide a durable, protective 
and decorative finish. Sand Finish grain size is approx 
1.0mm in diameter. Tintable to all colours, coverage up 
to 14 SQM per bucket.
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Euromix™
Flex
Euromix™ EuroFlex is a tough pure
acrylic elastomeric membane
coating. IT is most often used as 
the final-coloured topcoat over
render and texture coated surfaces
to provide an effective waerproofing
barrier that also breaths - allowing
vapor to escape from the substrate. 

Euromix™
Matt
Euromix™ Paint Matt is a high 
performance, high build, water 
based acrylic, protective paint 
coating for interior and exterior
surfaces.

Euromix™
Acrylic Primer
A water based penetrative primer. 
Off-white at the time of manufacture,
Euromix™ Acrylic Primer can be tinted
To achieve a desired colour - usually 
to match the colour of subsequent
coatings such as render or texture.

Euromix™ Acrylic Primer is generally
applied by brush, roller, or sprayed 
as a surface primer over internal or
external wall surfaces to enhance
the adherance of acrylic and other
water-based coatings.

Euromix™
NPS Primer
Euromix™ NPS Primer is a solvent 
free primer, designed specifically
For use on nonporous surfaces like,
PVC, metal, glazed bricks, high
density concrete and most fired
tiled.

NPS Primer provides an excellent
base for the application of 
Euromix™ Renders, Textures, and
Paints over non-absorbent surfaces.

Euromix™
Solvent Sealer
A clear solvent-based primer and
sealer, which when applied
correctly, provides a highly
water-resistance penetrative film,
suitable for use on most porous
Building substrates.

Euromix™ Solvent Sealat is also
suitable as a clear waterproof
Sealer that imrpoves resistance
to the ingress of rainwater and salt
spray.
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Euromix™ Bond
Euromix™ Bond is a liquid additive formulated to 
increase the adhesion, compressive and chemical 
strength of Euromix Renders. Bond is added to 
water in various ratios dependent on the type and 
condition of the substrate (to `form a ‘gauge’).

Euromix™ Patch Coarse
A pre-mixed, water based, jointing and patching
compound manufactured with premium quality
fillers and polymers. Patch Coarse n Flex is a ideal
patching compound as a pre-mixed polymer render
where lowere builds are required.

Euromix™ AAC Hebel Adhesive
Euromix™ AAC Hebel Adhesive is an off-white 
cement-based adhesive which has been specially
formulated for Bonding lightweight AAC Hebel 
panels and blocks.

Euromix™ Patch Fine
A water based, fine build topping and patching
compound manufacturerd with premium quality fillers
and polymers. Euromix™ Patch Fine is ideal for 
rectification work, facing and general preparation of
substrates that require a smoother, fine topcoat finish
(particularly where paint is to be applied).


